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1. Introduction. Let X be a set of distinct points x¡ and s¡ be a positive integer
for i ~>0. Let /be a real function, whose derivatives fW for k — 0, 1.s¡
—1
are given in each of the points x¡. The class of polynomials of degree at most n will be
denoted by Pn for every n > 0.
Let / and m be nonnegative integers such that I + m = £/=0 s¡ + t — I and 1 <
t < s.+1. The class of (ordinary) rational functions r = p/q, with p GP¡ ,q EPm and
p/q irreducible, will be denoted by R(l, m). The problem of osculatory rational interpolation of order (/, m) consists in finding an element r in R(l, m) whose derivatives satisfy
the following relations:

'(fc)(*,) = /■/*> for * = 0,1.s{

- 1 and / = 0,1,...,/,

(1)

r(k)(xi+l)=ftf\

for* = 0,l,...,f-l.

In order to answer the question about the existence and uniqueness of a solution for this
problem, we also consider the problem of finding elements p 6P, and q £Pm satisfying

P(fc)(*,-)= (/' q)(k)(Xi)

for k = 0, 1,.. . , s, - 1 and Í = 0,1,. .. , /,

(2)
P(k)(Xj+i) = (f-Q)ik)(xf+x)

for * = 0, 1,. . . , t - 1.

Let p(x) = 2?=0 a¡ • x' and q(x) = Sf™0 b¡ • x'; then (2) can be considered as a system
of I + m + 1 linear homogeneous equations in the I + m + 2 unknowns a0, ax, . . . ,

a¡, b0, . . . , bm. Consequently, this system has always at least one nontrivial solution.
Let Px,qx and p2, q2 be two different solutions of (2) and define rx and r2 as follows:
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rx = px/qx and r2 = p2lq2-

It is not hard to prove that rx and r2 are equivalent, or

Pi 'a2 = P2'aiLet p, q be a solution of (2); then r = p/q may not be an element of R(l, m)

since p/q might be reducible. Let p0lq0 be the irreducible form of p/q. If q0 =
2?L0 d,-• x' with d- =£0 and dt = 0 for i = 0, 1,. .. , / — 1, then we assume that
p0/q0 is normalized in such a way that d- = 1. The rational function r, m in Ä(/, m)
defined by r; m(x) = p0(x)/q0(x) for every x with q0(x) # 0, is called the (/, ^-osculant of /. The exact degree of p0 and q0 will be denoted by /' and m' respectively.
In the next section, some results on the existence and uniqueness of a solution to
the system (1) are given. A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of such
a solution is proved, and it is shown that there is at most one rational function in

R(l, m) satisfying (1).
In Section 3, sequences of osculating rational functions of different degree are
considered. The existence of continued fractions, whose convergents form the elements
of these sequences, is shown.
Algorithms for computing sequences of osculating rational functions are considered

in Section 4. A new algorithm is derived, based on the properties of osculating continued fractions. It is shown in Section 5 that this algorithm is a generalization of the
(7d-algorithm for Padé approximation.

The basic ideas used in this paper are similar to those used in [6] and [7] for the
case of ordinary rational interpolation.
2. Existence and Uniqueness of a Solution in Osculatory Rational Interpolation.
Since the rational functions associated with two solutions of (2) are equivalent, they
have the same irreducible form. Therefore the definition of (/, w)-osculant implies the

following result.
Lemma 1. Let I and m be nonnegative integers; then there exists a unique (I, m)-

osculant of f
Consider the (/, m)-osculant r¡ m = p0/q0 of /. Using a simple example we now
show that p0 and qQ do not always satisfy Eqs. (2).

Example 1. Let x0 = 0, xt = 1, s0 = 2, sx = 1 and /0(0) = /0(1) = /i0) = 1.
Consider the problem of finding elements p, q 6 Px satisfying (2) or

P(.x0) = /0<°>• q(x0),

p(xQ) = #>

- q(x0) + /0<°>• q'(x0),

p(xx) = f^-fa,).

The elements p and q defined by p(x) = q(x) = x for all x satisfy these equations.

Consider p0 = q0 = 1; then the (1, l)-osculant of /is defined by rXA = p0lq0- It is,
however, clear that pQ and qQ do not form a solution of the above equations.
Using the (/, m)-osculant rl m = p0lq0 oí fit is possible to construct a solution
of (2) very easily by multiplying p0 and q0 with certain powers of (x - x) for some
/ > 0. To do this more explicitly, we introduce the following notations. Let the points
y0,yx,y2,
. . .be defined in the following way

y i = x0

for i = 0, 1, . . . , s0 - 1 and

(3)

ys+¡ - Xj

for i = 0, 1, . . . , Sj - 1,

;-l
with s = £
fc= 0
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The next lemma can now be proved by applying a method similar to the one used in the

proof of Lemma 2 in [7].
Lemma 2. Ifrlm - p0lq0 is the (I, m)osculant of f then there exist TVpoints
[zx,z2, . . . ,zN} in {y0,yx, ■. ■,y¡+m}, with 0 <TV<min{7 -l',m
- m'}, such
that p = (x - zx) . . . (x - zN) • p0 and q = (x - zx) . . . (x - zN) • q0 satisfy Eqs. (2).
In order to apply Lemma 2 to the situation given in Example 1, we take TV= 1
and zx = xQ. Since rx x - p0lq0 with p0 = q0 = 1, we have /' — m = 0 and
min(/ - l', m - m') = 1. The elements p0 and q0 do not satisfy Eqs. (2), but it is

clear that p = (x - x0) • p0 and q = (x - x0) • q0 form a solution of (2).
The following important relationship between the systems (1) and (2) was proved

by H. E. Salzer in [3, p. 487].
Lemma 3. Ifq(x¡) ¥=0, then the system

(p/qÍk)(Xi) = /(*>(x,.) for k = 0, 1.st

- 1,

is equivalent to the system

(P)(fc)(*f) = (/' l)(k)(x,)

fork = 0,l,...,Si-l.

In the remaining part of this paper, we say that an element r = p/q ùom R(l, m)
is satisfying (2) if p and q satisfy (2). It is now possible to give a necessary and suffi-

cient condition for the existence of a solution for (1).

Theorem

1. There exists a rational function r in R(l, m) satisfying (1) if and

only if the (I, m)-osculant of f satisfies (2).

Proof. Let r = p/q be a solution of (1) then q(x¡) ¥=0 for i = 0, 1,...,/+

1.

Using Lemma 3 we find that Eqs. (2) hold. If r is an element of R(l, m), then p/q is
irreducible. Since r¡ m is unique (Lemma 1), we must have rl m = p/q, consequently
the (/, m)-osculant satisfies (2). The converse can be proved as follows. Suppose r¡ m =

p0/t70;then the irreducibility of p0/q0 implies q0(x¡) =£0 for í = 0, 1, ...,/
+ 1. If
r, m satisfies (2), then Lemma 3 implies that p0/q0 is a solution of (1), or there exists
an element in R(l, m) satisfying (1).
From the proof of Theorem 1 we see that every element r in R(l, m) satisfying
(1) must be equal to r¡ m. Consequently, Lemma 1 and Theorem 1 imply the following
result.
Theorem 2. If the osculatory rational interpolation problem (1) has a solution
in R(l, m), then this solution is unique and equal to r¡ m.
3. Osculatory Continued Fractions. The (/, m)-osculants of /, for different values
of / and m, can be arranged in a scheme like Table 1.

'o.o

ro,i

ro,2

ro,3

•••

ri,o

ri,i

ri,2

ri,3

•••

r2,0

r2,l

r2,2

r2,3

•••

Table 1. Table of (I, m)osculanti off
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We assume that every element in Table 1 is a solution of the corresponding oscillatory
rational interpolation problem (1). As a corollary of Lemma 2, this condition holds,
for example, in the case where the elements r¡ m of Table 1 are regular, or

min{/ —/', m —m'} = 0.
In the remaining part of this paper, continued fractions of the following form will
be considered
c0 +cx '(x-y0)

+ . . . + ck-(x-y0)

ck+i'(x-yo)
+|-^-'+|--i-

(4)

. ..(x-yk_x)

• ■■(x-yJl

L Ck+3'(x-yk+2)\
+ |-"

, ck+2'(.x-yk+i)\

+ ...,

where the points y¡ for i > 0 are defined by (3). Let Tk be a set of elements lying on
a staircase in Table 1, or Tk = {rk0, rk + Xfi, rk+1>1,rk+2ii, . ■.} for k > 0. We will
show that the coefficients ci for i > 0 in (4) can be defined in such a way that the convergents of (4) are the elements of Tk. First we prove a relationship between certain

elements in Table 1.
Lemma 4. Let v(x) = (x - y0) • (x - yx) . . . (x - yl+m), rlm = px/qx and
ri+ß,m + v = P2^2 W^n M. ^ ^ 0. There exists a polynomial w of degree at most
max{/z — 1, V — 1} such that px • q2 - p2 • qx = vw.

Proof. Let / and t be such that I + m = 2>j=0 s¡ + t - I and 1 < t < s-+ x.
Since we assumed that rx and rl+ß>m + v are solutions of (1), we get that px/qx and
p2/q2 are solutions of (2) by applying Lemma 3. The relation px • q2 - p2- qx =

(Pi ~f-qi)-q2

(Pi '?2 'Pi

~(P2 - f'cl2)'ai

then implies

' 1i)(k)(xi) = 0

(px-q2 -p2-qx)(k\xj+x)

= 0

for ^ = 0, 1, . . . , s,. - 1 and z = 0, 1, . . . ,/,

for k = 0, 1, .. . ,t-

1.

Consequently, there exists a polynomial w such that px • q2 —P2 '<7i = VW.

Since

the degree of px • q2 - p2 ■qx is at most I + m + max{u, v), we get that the degree

of w can be at most max{ju — 1, v — 1}.

Theorem

3. // the elements of Tk are different from each other, then there

exists a continued fraction of the form (4), with ck+i + 0 for i > 1 whose convergents
are the elements of Tk.

Proof. Let rk+ii = pi+Jqi+, for i = /, / + 1 and / = 0, 1, 2.

We construct

a continued fraction of the form
(5)

ß0 +

whose rcth convergent is equal to pjqn
i > 0 have to satisfy the relations

(6)

for n > 0. This means that (30 and a¡, ßt for

0o =Po>

ß0'ßx

ßn'Pn-l

+0ín'Pn-2

ß„-qn-i

+%-qn-2

+al=Pl,

1

ßi =<7i,

for « > 2.

In)
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Consequently j30 = p0, ßx = 1 and ax = px - p0. These equations and the definitions
of p0 and px imply the existence of coefficients cQ,cx, . . . ,ck+x such that
0O = c0 + cx • (x - y0) + . . . + ck • (x - yQ) . . . (x - yk_x)
ai =ck+i'(x

-y0)

and

■ ■ (.x-yk).

Since rk 0 ¥=rk+x 0 we get px =£p0; consequently, ck+ x ¥=0. Using (6) and Lemma 4,
we get the existence of nonzero constants an, bn such that
an=an-(x

-yk + n-l)

and

ßn = bn

&» « > 2.

By using an equivalence transformation, the continued fraction (5) can be reduced to a
continued fraction of the form (4) with ck + i =r=0 for i > 1. This concludes the proof.

The elements of Tk for k ~>0 form the lower triangular part of Table 1. A
theorem, similar to Theorem 3, can also be given about the existence of continued frac-

tions whose convergents form a staircase {r0 k, r0 k+ x, rx k+x,rx k + 2, r2 k + 2, . . .} in
the upper triangular part of Table 1.
4. The Computation of Osculating Rational Functions.

In order to compute an

element r¡ m in Table 1, several methods are already available. In most cases, a sequence

Tk is constructed until r¡ m is reached, where the value of k must be chosen in such a
way that r¡ m is one of the elements of Tk.
Methods to compute T0 are given by Thiele [2] and Salzer [3]. In Thiele's
method, reciprocal differences with confluent arguments are used, while Salzer's method

gives a more direct approach avoiding confluent reciprocal differences. To compute Tk
for k > 0, methods of Thacher [5] and Kahng [1] are available. Thacher's method is
based on the use of recurrence relations between the numerators and denominators of

consecutive elements in Tk. In Kahng's method, a certain type of divided differences
is used.
We will now describe an algorithm to compute the lower half of Table 1, by using

certain relations between the sequences Tk and Tk+X. A similar method can be given
to construct the upper half of this table. Consider the following continued fraction gk

for k > 0:
gk(x) = c0 + c, • (x - v0) + ... + ck • (x -y0)
, ck+x-(x-y0)...(x-yk)\

(7)

+l

qk+.l-(x-yk+1)\

1

"I

... (x -yk_x)

"I

i

«î+1-(*-.yfc+2)|

I

i

T^

Qk2+l-{x-yk+3)\

■■-

If the elements of Tk are different from each other, then it follows from Theorem 3
that the coefficients in gk can be defined in such a way that the nth convergent gk n

of gk is equal to the nth element of Tk. Using contraction [4, p. 389], it is possible to
obtain a continued fraction hk whose convergents hk n satisfy the relation hk n =
gk 2n + x for n > 0. If we also consider gk+ x, then hk+ x can be defined such that
fyt +1 n = Sk+i 2n for n > 0. It is clear that the convergents of hk and hk+ x represent the

same rational functions, namely, rk+ x 0, rk+2 x, rk + 3 2, . . . for k > 0. By identifying
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the corresponding coefficients in nfc and hk+x, after normalizing, we get the following

relations for k > 1:
w

qi
Vl

X.

ck+\

"l

ck

âk

.

>

_k- A

ei

,k

qi

qi>

"l

and for i > 2
dk

T

efc+11

dfc

(9) qf= -^
dk
r,_I ' "i1
rf , .' «f
' - ^d? ' tf-V - if+1l"ff
i • K-V
The normalizing constants dk satisfy the following relations for k > 1 :

(io)

(iO

4 = i.

4 = i + — • [yk+i-yk\,
ck

df = dk_x
- [i + zkil.
•ef_vj-df_2• zkJ•L*_V• ÎÏJ
Withzk>/ = 7k + 2,_2 -^k + 2/-l

f0r />2'

The elements rfc 0 for k > 0 in the first column of Table 1 are osculating polynomials.
This means that c0,cx,c2, . . . can be computed by using divided differences with con-

fluent arguments [4, p. 246].

In order to use the algorithm, a scheme of the form

given in Table 2 can be constructed.

e\
d\

q\

d\

q\

e2
ei

d\

q\

d\
,3l

Table

e1
e2

q\

d\

q\

e2
e2

2. Table of coefficients used in the algorithm

It is convenient to define the elements e\ = 0 for k > 1, since in this case the formula
(9) for ek can also be applied for / = 1. The first and second columns in Table 2 can
be computed by means of (10) and (8). In order to compute the other columns, the
formulas (9) and (11) can be used. The above algorithm is now illustrated in a simple
example.
Example 2. Let x0 = 0, xx = 1, s0 = sx = 2 and/0(0) = 1, /0(1) = /(°> = 2,
/jO = 3. Using divided differences with confluent arguments, we get c0 = 1, cx =2,
c2 = -1 and c3 = 3. The corresponding elements in Table 2 are d} =1Á,q\ = —1,
d\ — \,q\ ——3, e\ = -5. Using these coefficients, we can form the osculating continued fractions (7) whose convergents are the (/, m)-osculants of /. We get
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ro,o

1 + 3-x
1 +x '

rx 0 = 1 +2'x,
fiy /\

1 "T* Z

A

r 30 = 1 +2-x-4xz

2,....

A

;

+ 3'x\

r2X

(5-x2 -x-2)/3
x-2/3

5. Special Cases. In the case of ordinary rational interpolation s¡ = 1 for / =*0, 1,
The corresponding theory and algorithm for this situation is given in [6] and [7].
In the case of Pade' approximation, yi = x0 for i > 0, The relations (10) and (11)

imply dk = 1 for all i > 0 and k > 1. The algorithm described by (8) and (9) is then
identical with the c7d-algorithm [4, p. 402].
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